
Becca & Taylor

Hi There!
We are so excited that you

are reading our letter! You

are without a doubt an

incredible person, and we

would love to meet you! We

are comfortable creating an

adoption plan that includes

a long term relationship

with you. Becca’s parents

were foster parents so we

know that families can come

together in many different

ways and we are so excited

to adopt our family! 

About Us!

When we aren’t spending time with friends or family, we enjoy spending time in our cozy house near

Rochester, MN.  During the SUMMERS, we sit on the porch and talk or play music.  Taylor and his dad

bought a vintage Sailboat, we are learning how to sail. In the FALL, we like to camp and be outside. In the

WINTER, we love to sit by the fire and drink good coffee and make plans to travel somewhere exciting. In

the SPRING, we get the garden started and look forward to summer! Taylor is a general foreman for a

construction company,  and Becca works for a non-profit that supports kids after school!
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Adventures in Copenhagen,
Denmark!.Time on our sailboat in

Lake City

Taylor is a drummer
& was a professional
musician! 



Some words that describe us...

We believe that our loved ones & experiences always come before things.Thank you

for reading our letter. We hope that you might want to talk more!  Please reach out so

we can answer any questions that you might have and we can learn more about you!

 

Thinking of you,

Becca & Taylor
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We have a big, loving, crazy, and noisy family who love to spend time together over

family dinners, enjoying music together, and celebrating life!

B E C C A

Caring & Outgoing
 

Strong & Sassy
 

Hardworking & Committed to
making a better world

 
Bubbly & Open Communicator

TAYLOR

Patient & Loving

Reliable & Hardworking

Close to Family & Funny

Handy & a Problem Solver

We believe in making the world a better place for others.


